5-YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN
(2020-2025)

Mission
To incubate and accelerate tech & bio-

The Depot seeks to:

focused, high growth businesses by providing
teams with a proven blueprint for success,
support in strategic areas, and access to an
inclusive and supportive community. We add
value by being a catalyst for growth to our
members, partners, and community.

Vision

Train and support more
founders (or future founders)
on a yearly basis
Build a more inclusive and
community-focused
environment/district

Innovation Depot is a startup ecosystem
where anyone with a vision and determination
can gain access to the tools necessary to
succeed.

Bring more companies into and
out of incubation and on to
scalable success

For decades, Innovation Depot has been a
driver of economic growth and tech success
in Birmingham. As we enter into a new era of
the city’s tech and entrepreneurial
expansion, Depot leadership is focused on
growing the organization’s impact through
strategic and thoughtful transformation.

Further develop our position
as the primary leader of
Bham’s tech/entrepreneurial
ecosystem

In order to achieve these particular goals, we have identified 10 long-term objectives
that are necessary to ladder up to a new level of success and impact for The Depot.
They include:

Cultivating the creation of more community-oriented office spaces inside of The
Switch for Depot companies to “graduate” to.

Increasing the average number of companies housed inside of The Depot from 100 to
150. (Placing limits on the amount of space companies can obtain and limiting the
length of stay for businesses who can easily afford market rates).

Decreasing the number of companies housed inside of The Depot that are not
tech/biotech, tech-enabled, or tech adjacent.

Growing the number of minority founders and minority members in our ecosystem.

Establishing a strong programmatic funnel to move founders through early-stage
development and into incubation.

Enhancing the sense of community/increasing participation inside The Depot building.

Heightening fundraising activity through efforts such as a capital campaign,
corporate partnerships, and increased grant funding.

Strategically expanding the size of the Depot staff.

Cultivating a return on investment from Velocity companies.

Building greater brand awareness and publicity not only for The Depot, but also for
our member companies/founders.

Over the course of the latter half of 2020 and the first half of 2021, we are extremely pleased
with the progress we’ve made towards these objectives and our overarching goals. Since
bringing his vision to Innovation Depot as CEO, Drew Honeycutt and the leadership team
have led the organization through:

The creation of two new programs (Vision ID & Voltage), which are meant to
address and remove many of the barriers that stand in the way of women and
minority founders.
A brand refresh, which has re-invigorated understanding of the brand locally
and re-established The Depot as a forward-thinking entity in Birmingham.
A website overhaul meant to demystify The Depot’s mission, programs, and role
in the ecosystem while connecting individuals with local resources more
efficiently.
The development of the Nextec building in partnership with Mike Mouron, et al.,
as well as the pursuit of related New Market Tax Credits and Growing Alabama
Credits.
A focused partnership with BioGX to facilitate a seamless move to their new
location.
The hiring of a new Programs Associate through the VFA program and Alabama
Power Foundation's 2021 Economic Empowerment Cohort grant funding.

An update to the building’s interior through the addition of plant life, murals,
new furniture, private phone booths, digital boards, and more.
Plans to redesign The Depot’s primary outdoor space to make it more inviting
and useful to Depot members. (Project to begin near the end of 2021.)
Moving the digital member portal to OfficeRnD and implementing the use of a
first ever Depot app for members and member companies.
A deep data overhaul and move to utilize Hubspot as a central communications
tool.
The creation of The Switch deck newsletter, a Depot amenities survey, and
consistent NPS scoring surveys.
New Depot community events such as Depot After Hours and the Switchyard
Sessions.
Completed applications for multiple grants, primarily focused on gaining the
funds to run the Voltage program more frequently.

The Depot team is united in our aspirations
for the future of the organization and are
committed to practicing what we teach in
our programs with regards to the
importance of gathering feedback,
pivoting, and iterating as necessary to
spark continued growth. Currently, we
believe that an aggressive, creative, and
data-driven leadership approach will drive
the advancement of The Depot’s mission
to the next level of impact.

